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Tulane’s table. “I’m not here because I was a

star professor from an Ivy League school. I’m

here because I’ve been walking in the vernac-

ular streets and byways for a long time.”

He is passionate about music, passionate

about culture and passionate about the city

where it all comes together for him. Just as far

culturally as it is geographically from the

“white-picket-fence” reality of Spitzer’s New

England hometown, New Orleans, he says,

satisfies his soul.

“Only in NewOrleans and in southern Loui-

siana did I find so many creative people that

would not have registered on the charts of

my upbringing up north,” Spitzer says, using

the pronunciation favored on the bayous:

Loosiana. “They are generally transcendent

individuals who don’t have any of the creden-

tials I was told were the important ones—

that evaluation from the very region where

transcendental philosophies and literature

historically abounded. I feel that I had to come

here to grow up first as a scholar, then as an

artist. It made me a whole person.”

Spitzer made the decision to return to

Louisiana in 1996, after completing a fellow-

ship at an anthropological think tank in

Santa Fe, N.M. He chose New Orleans for the

music and culture.

“For me this was themost powerful of all the

music scenes, more so than Austin, more so

than New York City. I think it was because of

all these historic traditions mixing and min-

gling, continuing … and the intimacy of local

performances at second-lines, rituals, festi-

val, clubs. … I won’t ever be a native, but I

have become a local. I am a prodigal neo-

native. That question of howwe relate to local

culture of universal significance is one I

always pose to my students … being serious

about these things and enjoying them.”

Not all of the music he plays comes from

New Orleans, at least not geographically.

“I’m not sure, but I think all music came

from New Orleans,” Spitzer says quoting the

deceased New Orleans musician and local

character Ernie K-Doe. “His comment is even

in the tradition of bragging we have here,

which is its own art,” he adds with a wide grin.

It’s this kind of musical minutia that has made

American Routes so popular and enduring.

Spitzer and his staff just celebrated 10 years

on the air, with a party and the release of some

of his favorite interviews on a double CD,

Songs and Stories From the Road. Conversa-

tions with jazz icons like Dave Brubeck and

Nina Simone, country artist Dolly Parton and

hipster Tom Waits, Latin percussionist Tito

Puente and the late and grateful rocker Jerry

Garcia display the breadth and depth of

Spitzer’s tastes and musical inclinations.

Walking in to the American Routes studio, the

first thing that strikes you is the sheer volume

of music there. A wall of compact discs, a

shrine to music grouped and sorted by genre

and artist is the kind of collection that would

-to-face, Nick Spitzer speaks with

the rhythm of a jazz drummer. Sometimes fre-

netic and staccato, erupting into a crashing

wave of laughter, sometimes slow, mellow,

even velvety. It depends on what he’s talking

about, and since he’s usually talking about

music, it may specifically come down to genre.

In any case, it’s a contrast from the measured

pace and timbre to which those who know his

work have become accustomed.

His day job is professor of American studies

and communication. In that capacity he teach-

es and researches American music and cul-

ture, particularly that of the Gulf South. It’s a

new position for him and one that echoes an

earlier stint on campus as the Andrew W.

Mellon Professor in the Humanities in 2004.

Spitzer’s other job is similar, but played out

on a larger scale. He produces and hosts

“American Routes,” the syndicated radio show

he created a decade ago. “American Routes”

delves into the nation’s music, be it blues,

country, jazz, rock, soul, gospel and anything

else you can find from sea to shining sea. It

deals in back stories and subplots—coaxed by

one-on-one interviews in which he asks musi-

cians the questions most fans wish they could:

why the music is made and how it ends up

sounding like it does.

“My art is the interview, my comments are

the verbal arts,” says Spitzer, who admits tomin-

imal musical ability. “My art is the ability to tie

performance to scholarly research, and to help

bring artists forward to say what they’re going

to say [and] provide their interpretation.”

If the music is the meat, the interviews and

Spitzer’s commentary are the spices. A result-

ing gumbo of academic erudition and artistic

temperament and soul is served up for the

audience each week.

Bespectacled and constantly flirting with a

devilish grin, his face is full of character and tra-

versed by lines that suggest a million smiles,

and more than a few furrowed brows. He’s as

much a talker when he’s being interviewed as

he is a listener when the roles are reversed. If

you sit down to interview Spitzer, don’t expect

to say too much. Just ask a question and enjoy

the ride. He knows this as much as anyone.

“I’m a bag of words, and they’re going in a

million different directions. In the end the chal-

lenge is to reduce them to statements that

entertain while they explain,” Spitzer says un-

apologetically before breaking into a fit of

infectious laughter.

The play on words of “roots” versus “routes”

is obvious and deliberate. It gets to the heart of

what Spitzer is trying to accomplish with his

show, andwith his field of study: tracking where

the music comes from and where it is going.

“To use the verbal arts like a sculptor chip-

ping away at the block, or a painter putting

a brush to the canvas, or a guitarist playing a

riff—the verbal arts are purposefully there to

be a mix of tragedy and comedy, one kind of

meaning shading into another. One is the

metaphor of continuity, r-o-o-t-s, you know, as

in grass roots, roots directly from France or

directly from Africa. The other way we use it—

r-o-u-t-e-s—is about migration, passage, travel,

about personal agency in some cases. There’s

also the idea of the traveler as artist—‘like a

rolling stone’ or the fated denizen of the ‘Lost

Highway,’ by Hank Williams, or like Jack

Kerouac, On The Road just for the pleasure of

the trip—all of those things to me move you to

the other side of the homonym, “routes,” the

potential of the road for the traveler. The new

and the different.”

Case in point. The ride is long and winding,

but enjoyable.

Spitzer is an academic and his bona fides are

legit: degrees in anthropology and folklore

from Penn and the University of Texas. He

served as senior folklife specialist at the

Smithsonian Institution, co-edited the book

Public Folklore and was named Louisiana

Humanist of the Year for his role in cultural

recovery post-Katrina. However, he has an

affinity for artists and artisans, some of whom

have spent little time in classrooms. The

commingling of real-world and academic

experience is to be expected, says Spitzer.

“My field is public folklore. It has an aca-

demic base in ethnography, theory of cultural

representation, performance studies, but I am

here as much for the vernacular humanities—

what I’ve learned in homes and bars, rituals

and festivals,” Spitzer says, winding his way

toward an explanation of what he brings to
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Wall of sound-—at the
disposal of “American
Routes” staffers are
thousands of compact discs,
grouped and sorted by
genre, and comprising
a veritable shrine to
American music.



culture in a place where tradition has in large

part been based in creativity and improvisa-

tion,” he says.

He’s bringing that sensibility to Tulane,

happy to be part of an institution that he calls a

“model for institutional recovery in the city,”

and is hopeful that the emerging signs of the

city’s enduring culture are the bellwethers of

good things to come. He uses the Mardi Gras

Indians as an example, calling them, collective-

ly, “the reverse canary in the coal mine” that is

New Orleans.

“There must be more than enough oxygen

because the Indian culture seems to have

become more vibrant since the storm.”

He wants his students to experience what

the city and region’s cultures have to offer. To

not just listen to music but to realize that it can

tickle other senses and the intellect as well—to

realize it is something that should not be mere-

ly relegated to an iPod, but can be shared. He

says all of his students have been “assigned” to

walk in a second-line in order to understand

that collective musical experiences don’t only

have to occur at a concert.

“It could be in motion, and it could have an

element of danger, and it could be a chance to

drink a beer—if you’re of age of course—

walking down the street, which you don’t get

to do in a lot of Northern locales. It’s a total

engagement of the senses—it smells, it tastes,

it hears, it looks.”

With that in mind, Spitzer is teaching a class

in the fall that will send the students out into

the community to be an active part of the city’s

conversation. The class is tied to a community

research project with students called “Talking to

NewOrleans,” a riff on Fats Domino’s early rock

’n’ roll classic “Walking to NewOrleans,” and an

homage to a genre that Spitzer calls his favorite.

Officially titled “The Interview: Cultural

Conversation as Cultural Conservation,” the

course’s service-learning component will have

students doing the kinds of things that started

Spitzer on his path years ago: getting out and

talking to people. Working with local non-

profit organizations, students will conduct and

record in-depth interviews with members of the

community to learn more about their lives,

cultures and traditions. The interviews will be

archived as a record of the city’s recovery.

Both in the classroom, and in his own life,

Spitzer is combining the academic with the

experiential, propagating the hybrid learning

experience that inspired him years ago and

continues to do so today.

Moving, talking, thinking in straight lines

are not Spitzer’s approach. Long and winding

routes are the rule, not the exception. He

eschews a linear, “101-approach” to teaching

and instead he preaches what he practices,

encouraging his students to synthesize expe-

rience and information and come to their

own conclusions, walking the vernacular

streets, hearing the music, embracing the

rituals and the festivals, and seeing how

they come to life when we engage in those

intimate, face-to-face settings.

Ryan Rivet is a writer in the Office of

University Publications.

send a music junkie into a full-body jones. One

look at those walls, one listen to his show, and

it’s pretty clear that music has a spiritual quali-

ty in Spitzer’s life. It has real power that he tries

to convey to his audience. If listeners are

receptive, he says, the music can “take them

places beyond where they’re used to going.”

Spitzer recognizes that part of his job as host

is to lead people down a certain path, to gain

their trust as a musical tour guide. While it’s not

in his nature to sell people something they

don’t want, he figures when skeptics hear what

he’s selling, they’ll end up liking it.

“There is a bit of a come hither, P.T. Barnum

side to it. You have to engage people and use

the linear sequence of these segues to make

sonic and semantic sense. They have to flow

musically, but they also have to mean some-

thing consistent or mean something creatively

and purposefully different, so as to contrast and

complement the message.”

His message is fairly simple: The music he

plays on “American Routes”—what he considers

“great music”—has the power to act as a

window to a different time and place. The

where and when involved in taking the idea

to reality. Spitzer uses art as a window in

pedagogy, too.

“Part of the thrill and challenge of teaching

New Orleans, French Louisiana, Gulf Coast

cultural vernaculars—the song, the music, the

Mardi Gras or the handmade wooden boat—

is to try and ask students who mostly did not

grow up or live in those type of communities

to better understand what they mean, their

aesthetics and, if appropriate, go out and

participate,” Spitzer says, ramping up for anoth-

er inspired monologue.

More and more, he feels these types of cul-

tural connections will help students participate

in the renaissance of New Orleans following

the devastation—physical and cultural—from

Hurricane Katrina.

Spitzer, who was displaced from the city for

six months after Katrina’s impact sent him and

his radio team into exile in Lafayette, La., recog-

nizes that rough times often produce some of

the most important art.

“So much great art has been created in the

margins—New Orleans is no different. The

beginnings of jazz occurred in one of the

most socially problematic times in our history.

At the same time there was a collision of cul-

tures and an emergence of a freedom, music

and statement that’s still playing in the world.

Saxophone elder Sonny Rollins recently said

to me: ‘No jazz, no Obama.’”

He believes the things that make the city

distinctive also are the best bet for developing

lasting solutions to problems that over the

years have piled up like so much rubble out-

side the gutted homes in the flood zone.

“It might just be that rhythm and blues, jazz,

Mardi Gras Indians, Creole food, vernacular

architecture, not in a ‘cliche-ic’ way, but in deep

and enduring ways, help rebuild this place by

defining what we value as community-based
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A dry erase board crammed with
programming possibilities and the edited
opening lines of a script tell the tale of the
ongoing work-in-progress that is “Amer-
ican Routes.” Serving a inspiration are a

cadre of musical tchotchkes, including an
Elvis votive candle, a ceramic Jerry Lee
Lewis kneeling at the juke box altar, a
cigarette smoking Robert Johnson, a

grinning caricature of Hank Williams and
a nearly unidentifi-able Louis Armstrong
carved out of a block of wood. Opposite

page: Pencil in hand, Nick Spitzer seems
poised to revise his script even has he

records a segment for the show.


